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DOCUMENTING PROGRAM ADAPTION'IN A DISTRICT-WIDE IMPLEMENTATION EFFORT;

THE,THREE-YEAR EVOLUTION FROM EVALUATION TO AN INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

IntroductiOn

Curriculum developers are increasingly being asked, "Is your program iMple-

mented?" or "How well or to what extent/its your programbeing implemented?"

Sometimes the question is phrased as, "How much is the program being used?"

"Is it the Original program as written or have changes been made in individ4a1

classrooms by individual-teadhers?" These questions are being asked more

and more by district level administrators, boar&of education members and citi-
.

zens who want to know if the money they have put into the development of the 4

new programs is ptoducing changes in ,the classroom for their students. Based
XV'

upon the' need to answer these queitions, the program developers.in the Jeffer-

son County Public Schools set out to find out Uo what extent a'revised elemen-,

tary science program had been implemented in the elementary schools in grades

3 through 6. The developers thought thate,this information could be used to

improve the implementation where weaknesses were found. It soon became appar-
.

ent that an outside evaluatiOn alone did not produce any change or improvement

in implementation in the schools being evaluated. This paper will describe hoia

a system based on the concept of innovation configurations to evaluate the ex-
;

tent of implementation of a program evolved in a three-year period to an ongoing

plan to improve instruction.

The Assessment of the Extent of Implementation

The Jefferson County (Colorado),Public Schools, a suburban school district which

serves approximately 80,000 students, responded to community and teacher-stated

need by reVising its elementary science curriculums for grades 3 through 6 in

81 elementary schools. Ile revised program was a series of discrete units
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taught through a "hands-on" technique requiring small group interaction,

questioning techniques and guided instruction. Because many teachers in

the district had no previous experience with these modes of instruction an

extensive staff development was designed to support the implementatibn of

the new program. (Pratt, Metzdorf, Melle, Loucks, 1980)
tn

The staff of the Texas Research and Development Center for Teacher Education

collaborated with the, design of the staff development activities using the

Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAMY as the basis for a very extensive staff

development program. (Loucks, Pratt, 1979) This program consisted of one or

two after-school, pre-inservice meetings; three full release days of inservice

for all teaphers; in school, one-to-one interaction with teachers; and a half-

day of principal inservice training. These activities were carefully designed
,C!!'

to meet the needs of the teachers as identified by their Stage of Concern (SoC).

Data were collected prior to each inservice session, and he inservice plan was

tailored to meet the needs of the teachers at each stage. (Hall, Loucks, 1978)

Each time the SoC data were collected the Texas R&D staff also collected Levels

A

of Use (LoU) data on the teachers who were implementing the program. (Hall,

'Loucks; Rutherford, Newlove, 1975) Similar data were collected again approxi-

mately one year after the final inservice session. This LoU data proved to be

a very useful and-straightforward method'of measuring how well the program had

been implemented at several points in time throughout the process. Although

the program developers found this data very useful in monitoring implementation

and in identifying schools where the implementation efforts were not going well,

more explanation was needed as to what could be done to help the teachers in-

volved.

I.
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From the beginning the Science Department.had been committed to evaluating

the extent'of impl ntation of the program. A proposal was made by the

Science Departm nt to the Division of Program Evaluation to deqelop a process

for measuring the extent to whcch the program had been implemented in randomly

selected schools. It made little sense to he program developers to measure

the effect of the program on students if the extent to which the program was

in place in schoo s
)
was not known. The program developers also believed it is

',...

less appropriate-to measure the effect of a program such as science which has

a more complex ahd wide range of objeftives by only measuring student outcomes.

Influenced by the concept of configuration as developed by the Texas R&D Center,

the Science Department and Division of Program Evaluation stak began develop-

ing a groilp of components which deacribed what a well-implemented'program would

look like in an individual elementary school. This list of components (Figure 1) was

written from the developers' point of view based on what was realistic to ex-

pect of teachers in most classrooms in the district. Detailed destriptions of

each comrponent were written in order to objectively measure the extent to which

that element was in place in any one classroom. The behaviors were placed on a

five-point Likert scale: 1--outside the intended program, 2 and 3--getting a

good start, 4--well on the way, 5-:--best practice in operation. An example com-

ponent appears in Figure 2.

Because of the large number of schools and the extensive nature of the 'staff de--

velopment activities, the inservice program had been divided into three phases.

Phase I inservice began in January, 1977, with Phase II following in September

of 1977 and Phase III in Januaty, 1978. One year after the inservice session

had been completed Phase I and II data were collected from 11 randomly selected

fr1



FIGURE 1-

COMPONENTS OF THE ,SCIENCE PROGRAM

1. Program compofients'overwhich the district policy or procedure appear to
have the major influence for implementation in ttie classroom:

1. The recommended percentage of teaching time during the day is devoted

to science. An average of 15% of the student's day (10% for third
iirrade) should be devoted to science.

2. Science is taught according to the.district'guide. During the school
year the teacher teaches all uni4, all objectives of each unit and
90% of.the activities.

3. Students learning is asse'ssed accordjng to the district science '

guide. According to a review of each unit, the teacher uses the guide
assessments with students 85% of the time.

4. Basic skills, as differentiated by the continuum in each curriculum
area, are being integrated iiito the science program. The basic skills

keyed in the guide are being introduced or stressed in their subject
area time allotnent while they are being reinforced during science in-
struction.

5. The outdoors is u§s0 as a classroom when recommended. Whenever out-

door activities are recommended as part of a unit, they are always

4' included.

II. Program components over which the building principal and the teacher both
have a major responsibility for influencing implementatien in the building and
classroom:

6. All materials, equipment and media are available. Appropriate commer-

cial guides and the district guide are available for use.' Enough
materials are available for individual or small group usage. A storage

system of logical sequence is established.

7. Principals have arranged for release of teachers for the total in-
service training package and have allocated financial support to the
prbgram.

4*

8. Long and shbrt-range planning is evident. The year's schedule is writ-

ten out atd being implemented by the teacher or the team. This sched-

ule reflects'attention to seasonal demands, sharing of materials, and

maximum utilization of space and personnel. Before Each unit is

taught, overall planning for that unit takes place.

III. Program componeni's over which the teacher has the major influence for

implementation in the classroom:

9. Class time in science is used jficiently and effectively (time on

task). At least 75% of the class time is dtvoted to exploration, pupil
interaction, recording data, discussions and listening to each other.'
An efficient management system for distribution and clean-up of materials,

ii evident.

10. Teacher-student interaction facilitates the program. Using the stu-

dents' language, the teacher shares"with students the objectives of the

units. Discussion techniques include: neutral rewarding, wait time,

questions above reCalllevel, maximized use of student-student discus-

sion; and data sharing.
A

11. The classroom environment and arrangement facilitates student-student

interaction in small groups. Furniture and materials are arranged in

order to facilitate small group interaction. Student behaviors include

sharing of materials, listening .0 each other, working together toyards

a group goal, and interacting with each other (cooperative learning).

Students are task-oriented most of the time.

12. The instruction in the class'room follows the stages of the learning

cycle in science: exploration, concept formation, concept application.
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FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF A COMPONENT

IS SCIENCE TAUGHT ACCORDING TO R-1 GUIDE- ?

OUTSIDE INTENDED PROGRAM GETTING A GOOD START

2' 3

A During the school year the
teacher coverS'less than 85%

of-the -ohiectives and activities.

The teacher may or may not cover
units in the guide. If units are
t ught, more activities are omit-
te than included.

Ui t

B ObjectiN s or aaivities are
not sequen

Objectives may be used but.te'acher-
made acLivities maijy are-used to
accomplish the object ves.

tA.

During tile school year 85% of
the objectives and 85% of the'

activities are taught. The teach-
er covers'the units as written and
spends the aMotted time .(see #1).
Some units may be abbreviated be-
cause an extra amount of time was
spent on another unit.

c Supplementary media isfrequent-.
ly used in-addition to or to tpe

exclusion of hands-on activities.

I.

9

g The teacher can:

- Point in the guide to the

objective that is currently
being taught.

Describe what objectives and
activities went before and 1

what objectives Wilt come
after current activities.

Teacher uses supplementary media
-sparingly.

BEST PRACTICES W(7411UNG

'(4 4 5

A During the school year the
teacher teaches all units,'

all objectives of each unit and
90% of the activities. At the
end of some objectives teacher
uses Optional Activities to ex-
tend the unit with small groups
of students.

The teacher can relate what
objective is being studied and

how the activity pertains to
accomplishing the objective. He/

she can relate what objeaives
preceded and will succeed the oh-

' jective being taught.

z

f, c Teacher uses supplementary media
sparingly and can demonstrate

how supplements, which are dsed sup=
port the objectives being taught. ,



schools using the 12 components listed in Figure 1. Instrument,/ and data re- -

cording sheets for use in monitoring extent of the implementation of the,pro-

gram as defined by the 12 components were developed by the distrlct Department.

of Evaluation. (Darnell, 1979) The$e inclAded a focused teacher interview, a
,

'classroom obsdrvation checklist, a focused principal interv.ieW, and a focused

media specialist interview. Specially trained, certificated teachers and staff

members from the Evaluation and Science Departments conducted interViews-and

three full period classroom observations for each teacher.

The progr4m developers role; in addition to co-designing the process, was 1) to

collect and sdmmarize data, 2) to present resulting data to staff; 3) to cooper-

ate and aid the Evaluation Department, and 4) to encourage and solicit follow-up

from the principal. Summary of the results'is given-in Figure 3. The results

of this-phase of eValuation gave the program developers a report on the extent-of

implementation a statement of what was in place for each building. (Loucks,

Nene, 1980) As the data indicate, all cotponents were not impIdtented to the

same extent, the configurations for each teacher and each school being different. II

rt.

4

Although the major purpose of the activity was to measure the extent of imple-
II

0

mentation and report it to the district administration, individual school princi- 4

pals and citizens' advisory groups were eager to know the status of the programs, II

for which thousands of dollars had been recommended. The program developers'

II

assumed that principals would use the data as a basis for the improvement of the

implementation of the science program. However, when the data were presented to
II

the principals aiLl they were encouraged to us'é it in a follow-up activity with

their staffs, they expressed little interest in doing so. Four major reasons II

II
for the lack of follow-up seemed apparent.'

11



nile principals and teachers had little or no knoWledge of the cpm:-
,

.

^ri

,

ponentst-or She behaviors f.or each component that were

.
,

,being used as the basis for the evaluation.

L-N

2. Teachers were earanteed anonymity. No data were linked to individ-

ual teachers. Data was summarized for the total school only. (See

Figure 3)

3. 'Principals had virtually no role j.n coll%cting, summartzing, or te-
r.v

porting the data to their staffs.

4. The schools had been chosen randomly; principals had not elected to

participate ip the progra\ m for the purpose of improving the imple-
.
,

mentation of the science program.

These above conditions had purposely been maintained by the Science 'Pend Evalua-

eion Departments in order to collect21glean" data in an unobtrusive way. The

purpose was to determine the extent to which ehe --ogram had 8een implemented,

but not to affect the implementatiOn in any way. '

The Mbdifitation of-the Plan

During the neXt year the plan changed emphasis. Evaluating the exte6e of im-

plementation gave summative information, but from the program developets' view-

point, this was not useful unless the information would result in an improve-

ment of instruction for students. Considering the research done in the districe

by the Texas R&D Center, the program.developers discoVered that the behaviors of

teachers in.indiviaual schools implementing the reyised program appeared to be a

funttion of how principals ran their schools. The program developeit hypothe-

sized that a most-important factorin ekplaining the quality and quantity of
)

changeinthe schools was what the principals did or dia not do. {Hall, Hord,

Griffin, 1480)

12



THE REVISED ELEMENTARY SCIENCE PROGRAM COMPONENTS

FIGURE 3

Sample Building_ Summary Sheet

'0 0
C0 rt

CO 0
W 0.

CD

m

0.
CD

1

0.
2 5

.

1. Time is devoted to science
***
**

* \**
\

* **

2. Science is taught according. to

R-1 Guide

***
***

***
**

\

3. Assessment of pupil learning
***

***

***
** .

4. Integration Df basic skills
* *****

****
*

5. The outdoor classroom is used as

recommended

***
**

***
*

**

6. Recommended materials, equipment
and media are available .

***
**

*** **

7. Inservicing and financial
arrangements have been made

* ***
**

***
**

8. Long and short range planning
*** ***

***
**

9. Use of class time
** ** **** ** *

10. Teacher-Pupil interaction
lacilitates program

*** **** ****

11. Classroom environment facilitates
program

*** *** *** **

12. Instruction is sequenced to
facilitate the guided inquiry
learnidg approach ,

** ****
*

****

School Winter Elementary

R-1 Program Evaluation

Teacher all 3, 4, 5, 6 teachers



The purpose of the second round of evaluation in 1979-80 in the Phase III

,schools began'to shift more toward an effort to improve the implementation of

the program, rather than evaluate the extent of implementation at any one given

time. To do so the principals become a part of the process. (Aelle, Darnell,

1980)
wistr

The definitions of the program components were refined by a principals' advisory

committee. This group of 20 principals chosen by the program developers had

previously had the evaluation study done in their school or had a particularly

high interest in the science education in their buildings. They kept logs of

strategies they used in their buildings to implement science and they studied.

and modified the original components to make them more meaningful and useable in

the field. Their contributions were pooled to produce a "Principal's HandbOok"

that not only provided these refined science program components and their beha-

vior aescriptors but also suggested administrative strategies for implementing

each component. Figure 2 is an example of a page from the handbook.

A random sample of five Phase III schools was chosen. In addition to the'random

study, another sample of five schools in which the principal alone did the ob-

servations and interviews was included. These principals volunteered their

efforts and those of their staffs.

Before school began in the fall of the 1979-80 school year, ten principals in-

volved in the monitoring process attended a 2-day workshop presented by the pro-

gram developers. This participative workshop provided small group interactive

practice in understanding 1) The nature of the elementary science program grades

3-6 as defined by the components, 2) the principal strategies listed in the

"Principal's Handbook" for implementing the program, and 3) the classroom obser-

vation and focused interview techniques used to obtain data.

14



Principals presented the components and the process of data gatheri'ng to be used
c,

within the building to their staffs. With administrators, program developers

and teachers all aware of the components and the process of monitoring, princi-

p ls and program developers began collecting data shortly after school began.

Tr n d outside observers were not used as they had been in the first data col-

lection.

Each principal held a focused interview with every teacher teaching science in

the school in addition to conducting one science classroom observation for an

entire class period for each teacher. The program developers also conducted

one science classroom observation for a total class period for each teacher in

the 5 random sample buildings. The principals formally observed the 5 volunteer

school teachers while the program managers observed informally. The principal

and program managers then met to collect and summarize interview and observation

data for each teacher. They assessed each classroom on every component and con-

structed an individual teacher profile. In addition, a building summary pro-

file was prepared.

The major differences between the Phase III and Phase I and II studies were:

1. The principal of each school was trained in a 2-day workshop and

acted as the interviewer and one of the observers in each class-

room in the building. A member of the science department acted

as another observer in 5 schools and as an informal, drop-in ob-

server in the additional 5 volunteer schools. No additional

trained outside observer was used.

2. Program develoagrs and principals shared the criteria for the

study before the monitdring began, thus making all participants

aware of their goals before entering'the study. This contrasted

111



with the previous year when the components were not known

until the data feedback sessions with the staff were held.

The average extent of implementation for all classrooms was indicated at a

point on the continuum from "outside intended program" to "best practices

working" for each of the 12 components for the 10 schools. The data were com-

piled for each classroom and are summarized in Figure 4.

The Phase III evaluation revealed that the level of implementation by schools of

each component increased dramatically when principals were involved in the moni-

toring process from the beginning, when the component information was shared

with staffs before the program was monitored, and when the summarized data and

results were shared on a one-to-one basis with each teacher involved. This is

evident in the liigher ratings of the Phase III schools on all components when

compared to the ratings of the Phase I and II schools. Also, the role of pro-

gram developer became one of support and of a source of expertise to the build-

ing administrator. They worked together with a mutual goal of aiding staff in

understanding the components, implementing the program in terms of the compo-

nents, and collecting, summarizing and sharing individual and total staff data.

Teachers, knowing the component goals, modified their teaching practices and

demonstrated willingness to change behaviors when principals set goals. The

process itself appeared to improve instruction.

As follow up, principals made-suggestions as they conducted their interviews and

made their classroom observations. The knowledge that the principals and teachers

had of the program components, coupled with a desire to "do well" on the evalua-

tion, seemed to produce an improvement during the time of the evaluation process

but ongoing commitment to a general plan of instructidnal improvement for elemen-

tary science based upon the components and the data from the monitoring did not

seem to be fully in place.

-16
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FIGURE 4

Outside Getting Well Best

Intended A Good On The Practice

Program Start Way Working

0
III, 1,1/,

1
itt, 1,,,,

2 ,I 111/1111 3I tit 1.111 111111111 ill !hold
1. Time is devoted to

science

2. Science is taught
according to E-1
Guide

----
Phase I A II

III

Sch.

. .

N = 113

Yhase
N = 47

Volunteer
N = 46

,

3. Assessment of pupil
learning

,

..

_,

-

4. Integration of
. .

basic skills
.

_

5. The outdoor class-
room is used as
recommended

-- -

6. Recommended materi-
als, equipment and
media are available

-

. ,.

7. Inservicing and
financial arrange-
ments have been
Made

_
..

-I- .

8. Long and short
range planning

-
.

9. Use of class time -

10. Teacher-Pupil
interaction
facilitates program .

....,..

.

,

.

.

11. Classroom environ-
ment facilitates
program

.

____ .
. .

....

12. Instruction is
sequenced to
facilitate the ,

guided inquiry
learning approach

.

. ---

A comparison of the Average Extent of Implementation on Each Component for
classrooms in Phase I and II, Phase III, and Volunteer Schools
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The bevelopment of an Instructional Improvement Plan: 1980-81

After two years the commitment to evaluate the extent of implementation through

a ranidom sampling process of all three phases of the implementation activity was

completed. The 5 volunteer schools in Phase III had provided a transition be-

tween a rather pure approach to evaluation and what had now become the goal of

the program developers -- that of developing an ongoing plan in selective school

where the program developers could work in close cooperation with the principal

and the staff of a school in carrying out due process of improving instruction

in elementary science. A new dimension was added during Phase III. Since the

evaluation department was not involved in the monitoring of the implementation

in the 10 schools, they undertook the task of evaluating the evaluation process

itself. They found that the process was very time consuming, but that the prin-

cipals were unanimous in agreeing the plan was workable and should be a high

priority as a part of their responsibility as an instructional leader.

With this process evaluation report in hand and the data from the first three

phases coMpleted and summarized, the program developers organized a full day

in-house workshop in the spring of 1980 for a group of 27 principals, teachers,

central administrators, and the officers of the local teachers' organization.

Out of the diversity of needs and concerns of this group came the Instructional

Improvement Plan for Elementary Science. The Instructional Improvement Plan

had many similarities to the plan carried out in Phase III, but also had some

very significant differences as the following explanation of the IIP points out.

Figure 6 is a schematic outline of the flow of activities in the IIP as well as

an explanation of the role of the three groups involved, the principal, staff,

and program developers.

18



I. Establish commitment (The Roman numerals in this outline correspond to

those in the right hand column of Figure 5.)

A. It is very important that the staff in each school decide when and if

they want to look at the science program and work on improving their

implementation of it. The principal, of course, plays a key role in 2.\\

leading his/her staff into making this decision. It is important that

he/she stresses it as a positive activity, not one which is designed

to find fault with the staff and highlight their deficiencies in teach-

ing the district program. The goal of the process is an attitude for

the principal and staff that seems to imply, "We think we are doing

well in the program. Let's find out what specific things are truly

working and where we can make it even better."

II. Communicate

A. The program developers conduct a two-day principals workshop with the

principals and assistant principals of the participating schools.

During this workshop the program is defined through the use of the con-

figuration components. Strategies in the "Principal's Handbook" are

explained and disucssed. The data collecting tools that are used in

the monitoring of the components are sharedand practice sessions are

held in actual classrooms.

B. The principal and the program manager hold a series of,meetings with

the staff to present the components of the program and the total process

of monitoring, data collection and the development of the Instructional

Improvement Plan.. This process may take several meetihgs and cover a

period of several weeks. Usually it is held in small groups, if possible,

W that a give-and-take can occur between a principal, program manager,

and the staff of the sthool.

19.
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FIGURE 5

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

PRINCIPAL
SUPPORT

STAFF ROLE SCIENCE DEPT.
SUPPORT

STAFF
DECIDES

TO
ENTER

PROCESS

SCIENCE

STAFF 'PRACTICES'
COMPONENTS

(KEY FEATURES)

MONITOR
COMPONENTS

(KEY FEATURES)
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III. "Practice" the Components

Soon after the teachers receive the information on the components, they

are urged to conduct an informal, private self-assessment to determine how

they feel they are doing on each of the components. Based dpon this in-

formal self-assessment they and their principal can request whatever help

they want from the program developers. This usually occurs on a one-to-,-

one basis but also may take place in staff meetings or in the form of short

inservice-type sessions after school.

This practice time usually takes from one to three monthS during which the

staff adapt and modify their teaching based upon their in-depth study of the

components. It allows them time to gain confidence,in their use of the

elementary science program and also to become acquainted with the program

developers who will eventually be doing the monitoring of their classroom

teaching. This part of the process is a significant departure from the

practice of Phases I, II and III. Because the major objective of the IIP is

to improve instruction, every effort is given to helping teachers improve in-

struction before the monitoring takes place. Allowing them to improve prior

to the monitoring will optimize the results, and teachers should feel positive

and gratified by them. Some deficiencies and problems will still persist but

these cannot be blamed on the fact that the monitoring took place during an

inopportune time or that the teacher was not prepared for the classroom ob-

servatiOns. Problems that are left over after the practice period are prob-

ably real prOblems that should and can be addressed more readily by the

teacher, principal and program developer.

This one to three months period also allows time for the building,admini-
.

strator to practice the use of the monitoring instruments and develop a

working relationship with the program developers and the principals in other

, 21
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schools who are currently involved with the same process, In general, the

period of time is very useful in developing trust and a mutual working re-

lationship among the staff, principal and program developers. Since the

major objective of the process is the improvement of what goes on in the in-

dividual classrooms, and not pure evaluation, it is important that a good

working relationship exists among all the groups involved. The feedback

from Phase III indicated that when teachers did not understand the process

or the inatruments being used in the monitoring or when they did not under-

stand the use that would be made of the data, some of them were threatened by

the entire process. The IIP practice time allOws them to gain a trust in the

program developers and principal and to generally accept the process as a

nonthreatening one.

IV. Collect Data

Data very similar to that collected in Phase III are collected for all,

teachers. Both the principal and the program manager make a classroom obser-

vation of all teachers involved in teaching,science. If at all possible the

data from the ob\servations are shared'immediately with the teacher in an in-

formal classroom setting. Sometimes suggestions are made for improvement

but in all cases teachers are immediately able to read and see the data that

had been collected.

V. Summarize and Share Data

The data from the interviews and observation checklist are jointly summarized

by the principal and program developers. As soon as possible the principal,

will then share each teacher's profile with him/her in a one-on-one conference.

Although much of the data has been informally shared earlier, this is the?.

first chance for the teacher to see a profile of his/her performance on all

the.'components on a form very much like Figure 2.
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VI. After the one-to-one conferences have been completed by the principal, the

principal, staff, and program developers usually meet after school to re-
,

view the total school profile and analyze their strengths and weaknesses.

At this meeting the process begins to develop a specific plan and timeline

r,

for improving the components'thal need attention. Another meeting or two

may be necessary with the sub-group of the teachers, principal and program

developers to develop a plan in writing that is then presented to the en-

.

tire staff.

The elements of the improvement plan will obviously vary from school to

schoolband may contain one of several different kinds of activities. These

may include:

1. A formal inservice program for most members of the staff may be

planned. One of the most frequently conducted inservices is.that

on assessment (component 3). Often an entire staff will be weak in

this component due probably to a lack of emphasis by the program

developers in the initial inservice program and a limited amount of

helP in the program guides.

2. Individual weaknesses may be identified for specific teachers that

will be addressed through'one-to-one contact between the principal

and the teacher or the program developers and the teacher. This

qten includes work on one of the last three components..
A

3. Specific changes'in the scheduled organization of the sdhool may be

necessary to improve components 1 and 2.

4. The principal may commit himself/herself to working on and improving

components 6, 7; or 8.

18
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The Comparison of IIP with the Innovation Configuration Concept'

c

It should be fairly clear from the above diScu'ssion that the evolution of the

Instructional Improvement Plan was based upon and was ,an outgrowth of the con-

cept innovation configurations but differs from it in one or two significant

ways. The components used are those of the program developers. The description

of the levels and the levels of accomplishment within each of the components are

those described by the developers after many classroom observations and through

extensive testing and feedback on the part of teachers and principals. Based

upon use in 22 schools they appear to be realistic expectations for the behaviors

of teachers and principals. Nevertheless they have not been empirically derived .

by observing the actual practice of classroom teachers as described in the first

two papers.

Early in the development of these components a limited search was made by the

Texas R&D staff through an expansion of their LoU interviews to find a set of

configurations for the revised eleme1 tary science curriculum: This search,did

not produce a set of configurations similar to those described in the first paper.

,(Hall, 1981) Both the staff of the Texas R&D Center and the 'program developers

attributed this result to the fact that the revised elementary science guide and

the three-day inservice program had been very directive and explicit in describing

the way the elementary science program should be implemented, leaving teachers

little opportunity to develop variations or different configurations on their own.

Very possibly, if this searc'h had been.conducted several years after the program

had been implemented, instead of in the first year following the.inservice program,

a variety of patterns or configurations would have been detected.

An important similarity does exist between the Oponents described in this paper

and the component checklist described in the above papers. A clear distinction is

24
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drawn-for each component at a point below which the. practice is onsidered

unacceptable by the program developers. This allows a'very clear-communication

to both principals and teachers aS. to what is expected of them during the im-
.

plementation and continuing maintenance of the
e

'program. It should be noted

that in the case of this paper these,componeflts and levels of acceptance were

not developed prior to the inservice program, nonlias there early communication

to principals and staffs about the new program. In hindsight this would heve

been highly desirable and coUld have been accomplished through the observations

and activities that occurred in the field test classrooms during the two years

of program development.
,v

One of the most significant features or uses of the components described in this

paper has been that of improving instruction in the classroom through a variety

of'activities that have been conducted with the principals end teachers before,

during, and after the observations made based on the innovative configurations.

The program developers have become more interested in this aspect rather than

the evaluation of whether or not the prOgram has been implemented. 4The evolution

of this process which occurred over a three-year period is outlined in Figure 6.

Although the HP is beineused for the first time this school year in 6 schools,

it has already proved to be an effective and highly accepted way of bringing about

0,

staff development.activities centered upon the improvement of the implementation
,

of a given program. The success and acceptance of the program is indicated by the

fact that the entire Division of fnstruction in t'he Jefferson County Public Schools

is currently developing a district-wide plan at the direction of the Board of Educa-

IItion which is very similar to the one described here. This process will eventually-

be used by all schools and in all Subject areas to monitor and improve instruction.
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F.IGURE 6

EVOLUTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN FOR ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

.
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